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• By the time BIGCAT is complete,  ASKAP will probably have started 
(some of?) the ten major survey science projects (SSPs).

• Many new sources, phenomena, and puzzles will be discovered, which 
will require observational follow-up to understand the science.

• This will probably create a large demand for ATCA observations.

• Here I focus on EMU (which will detect ~7.107 new sources), but similar 
cases can be made for the other 9 SSPs



Lots of weird things in the EMU Pilot Survey
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Zoomable image of EMU Pilot Survey on emu-survey.org



Wiggly jets and a Giant Radio Galaxy
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“Smoking-gun” remnant galaxies
(and Giant Radio Galaxies)
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Wisps and filaments

• First seen in the ASKAP Early Science 
image of Abell S1136

• Appears as a diffuse blob in MWA data

• Now seen in several clusters in the Pilot 
Survey.

• Similar to, but different morphology 
from, previously seen “relics”

• Relics? Shock-excited electrons?

P. Macgregor et al., in preparation
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ORCs = Odd Radio Circles



What will we NOT do with ATCA?
There is no point in reobserving sources at 20cm with ATCA –

Meerkat can do that much better

Meerkat image of ORC1 (Norris+2021, in preparation)



What WILL we do with ATCA?
1. Observe ASKAP sources at higher frequency (3-10 GHz) 
to obtain higher spatial resolution, spectral index,  
and accurate positions

• BIGCAT offers 𝟐 improvement in sensitivity

• E.g. Can often distinguish SF galaxies from AGN

2. Observe redshifted CO at 16-40 GHz to measure redshifts and 
determine kinematics

• BIGCAT doubles line survey speed

• Not fast enough for “blind” searches 
but fast enough for “guided” searches

ATCA CO image of the Spiderweb protocluster at z=2.161 
(Emonts+2016, Science, 354, 1128 )

ATCA image of ORC1, 
(Norris+21, PASA, 38, 3 )



What WILL we do with ATCA (continued)?
3. Map free-free emission from SF galaxies at 8-20 GHz

Starburst ring discovered 
in the EMU Pilot survey
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• Map CO and other molecules, observe other molecular 
transitions , HII regions, planetary nebulae, from Galactic and 
LMC/SMC  objects detected by EMU, GASKAP, etc

EMU early science image of the SCORPIO region
(Umana et al, 2021, submitted)

What WILL we do with ATCA (continued)?



What else?

• POSSUM will need 3-10 GHz polarization observations to 
map out the Faraday spectrum

• VAST will need high resolution observations of transient 
host candidates

• FLASH  will need high resolution observations of HI 
aborbers

What WILL we do with ATCA (continued)?



Western AustraliaWe acknowledge the Wajarri Yamaji people as 
the traditional owners of the ASKAP site



We have also imaged two ORCs with ATCA 
(with difficulty)

§ Both have steep spectral indices (~-1)
§ No obvious association with any nearby radio source
§ Not seen before in radio surveys because (a) rare, (b) low-

surface brightness


